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 California Certification Program for  

Associate Compassionate Systems Practitioners 

Cycle 1: October 2021— March 2022 

Cycle 2: April 2022 — September 2022 

We are reaching out in the midst of all the turbulence of reopening, to invite you to consider taking 

on the challenges ahead with a Compassionate Systems focus, in collaboration with Center for Systems 

Awareness and the growing community of practitioners in California and beyond. We understand very 

well that you do not need “yet another thing” added to what for many of you are already full plates. 

Therefore, we are proposing an approach that will support you in the work you will need to do anyway, 

yet to add and keep a Compassionate Systems change focus, at the heart of your work.  

 

As you know, structure shapes behavior—which essentially means that systems produce the 

outcomes, they are designed to produce. We see this extraordinary moment in history as an invitation 

to redesign these systems, so that they will begin to produce equitable outcomes for all children and 

families, to naturally enhance collaboration across the hierarchies of the system of education, to foster 

well-being and human flourishing for all, independently of race, gender, socio-economic status, 

religion and intellectual capacities. For this aspiration to become realized for the children in California 

over time, the adults in the system of education will need support, nourishment, approaches for 

cultivating well-being, practices to stay calm in the face of overwhelm and adversity and—we believe–

a profound experience of compassion and interconnectedness.  
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Against the backdrop of this year of unprecedented disruption, the State of California will spend an 

additional $6.4 billion to restart the education system. Yet, for many of us, going back is not a 

compelling vision.  

 

We hope we can go forward, to stay true to putting relational before transactional, to invite people 

into conversation about meaning and purpose in life, to humanize our ways of being and the culture 

we are part of, to dismantle the structures of oppression and white supremacy. We see how the 

injustice of racial, ethnic and wealth disparities that have long challenged the educational system are 

exacerbated by the disproportional burdens inflicted by the pandemic. What has been revealed is 

anything but new, but it has newly opened minds and hearts of many and it is this that makes it an 

opportune moment to bring to Compassionate Systems an integrative approach to site 

development. 

 

By “site” we mean all the elements in a student’s day. All the potential influences of the education 

system writ large: pre-school activities, class-room activities, after-school programs, district-managed 

transportation to and from school, summer school programs etc. Our goal is to create the conditions 

to help each site develop a coherent approach to all facets of “school,” as equitable and healthy social 

environments where all students feel seen and respected and have the opportunity to grow, thrive, 

flourish and learn. Now more than ever, the intricate relationships between well -being and academic 

performance need to become a primary focus. 

 

So many of us—adults and children alike —have suffered tremendously from the stress and trauma of 

the pandemic. Research demonstrates that stress and trauma impede learning and thriving. We must 

support healing and growth for all children in the years to come if we are to mitigate the damage 

already done to this COVID generation.  

But the focus cannot be on students only. Studies also show the effects of stress contagion on 

classroom teachers, stress that also spills over into teaching spaces outside classrooms, for example 

among providers of expanded learning programs. If educators are stressed, so are their students.  Their 

cortisol levels rise significantly, a marker of contagion or secondary stress. Elevated cortisol levels over 

extended longer periods of time sharply diminish the ability of humans to learn new things. The 

function of these sites can be to shape “generative social fields” that create nurturing and safe learning 

and living spaces for students and adults alike. With the reopening of schools will come tremendous 

pressure to “make up for lost classroom hours.” The danger is that, with the best of intentions, this 

pressure could undermine a commitment to well-being and channel short-term funding increases 

toward instructional efforts alone. This would be to miss an historic opportunity. The education 

system has never been structured to cultivate well-being, an absence of focus that has limited its 

pedagogical effectiveness for all students and led to well-documented and tragic damage to at-risk 

learners. Today, when so much more is known about the science of learning and of practices that can 

connect inschool and out-of-school approaches, we stand at a fork in the road. California is positioned 

to demonstrate for those inclined to return to normal and fall back on old habits that we have the 

practical know-how to take post-pandemic education in exciting new directions. 
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Program Structure 

This program is offered to (California) alumni of the introductory Foundations for Compassionate 

Systems Leadership Workshop who are interested and able to work with the program sites that 

they are connected to. Each cohort will be composed of around 35-45 participants, with separate 

cohorts beginning in October 2021 and April 2022.  

Collaborative Real-World Projects  

You will engage in collaborative projects, shared between 2-5 of you (your core team) focused on 

specific districts or sites. Each site practitioner team will be supported by Center team led by Jane 

Drake and Roger Burton, plus certified Master practitioner mentors. There can be several clusters 

of sites in a district or county, and all will connect and collaborate. Each team needs to identify one 

or more executive champions - individuals who are decision makers, can give you access to staff 

and students (e.g. single site school administrator, school district administrator, County Office of 

Education administrator, etc.), and who can support your efforts along the way. That person may 

very well be you.  

We hope to be able to support a significant group of Compassionate Systems change leaders 

through the coming year—and much longer after that. 

Hybrid Program Structure  

Workshops: Two in-person workshops in California (4 days each) led by Peter Senge, Mette 

Miriam Boell and Hanneli Ågotsdatter, the first will be more focused on capacity building, and the 

latter more on retreat and contemplative practices.  

Support: Virtual 90-minute Community Call held every two weeks (led by Jane Drake and Roger 

Burton)  

Contemplative Practice: Virtual 1 hour contemplative calls held every two weeks, led by 

Hanneli Aagotdatter and Contemplative Master Practitioners in training  

Portfolio Reviews: Closing project portfolio review session(s) and certification ceremony will be 

virtual 
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Program Dates  

Benefits 
Participants will receive: 

 An overview of the scientific underpinnings of the framework 

 Introduction to theory and practice of personal mastery, organizational learning and the 17 

world sustainable development goals. 

 A meditation program developed specifically to the Compassionate Systems Framework 

including guided mindfulness, compassion and well-being meditations. 

 Team support from Center program staff with ideas for developing and implementing your 

application project, as well as technical support with the project e-portfolio software.  

 Pending successful outcome of the team portfolio review, each team member will become an 

Associate Practitioner, receiving a certificate of completion from the Center for Systems 

Awareness. 
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Participant Commitments 
Participants agree to: 

 Assemble a team with an identified site for the focus of their work 

 Attend both in-person workshops and the Portfolio Review 

 Be present as a team at the biweekly Community Support Calls 

 Be present as a team at the biweekly Contemplative Calls 

 Schedule and conduct regular check-ins with your team 

 Develop and implement a team application project focused on your site 

 Prepare a body of work via a team project e-portfolio that you maintain with regularity over the 

course of the program. (Each practitioner will be given access and training to our e-portfolio 

software plus technical support.)  

Center for Systems Awareness Faculty and Staff 

Facilitators 

Peter Senge • Co-founder Center for Systems Awareness and MIT Senior Lecturer 

Mette Miriam Boell • Co-founder Center for Systems Awareness and MIT Visiting  

Research Scientist 

Contemplative Faculty 

Hanneli Ågotsdatter • Center for Systems Awareness and Kontemplation 

Program Staff 

Jane Drake • Program Manager   

Roger Burton • Program Coach 

 

Eligibility: Program is prioritized for alumni of the Center’s introductory workshops, particularly in 

locales where there are existing California Compassionate Systems teams, hubs or sites. 

Cost: $8,500 per participant. Participants are responsible for their own travel, accommodations and 

meals costs.  

Application Deadline: Cycle 1: September 30, 2021| Cycle 2: January 21, 2022 

Registration Link  

Questions 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd6uodDoMrzj7ChtXaM4z2nGSZUy5CqsjTgDtaq-SNbTegdiQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRWvjme9wTlgVpGNwWRW15v1RW1o5O1P2xK9zWEDETvoFPyg/viewform?usp=sf_link

